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Wireless VoiP – Wideband sound.
The Jabra GN9330e USB OC Headset is among the first wireless 

office headsets to offer true wideband audio. VoIP has never 

sounded this good. Nor has it been this easy to set up and use.

Wireless VoiP – Wideband sound

The Jabra GN9330e USB OC wireless headset significantly  

enhances the user’s experience with Microsoft® Office  

Communicator 2007.

The Jabra GN9330e USB OC wireless headset has an audio band-

width of 6.8 kHz, which is more than twice that of conventional 

telephony. Not only does this give users the feeling of a true 

“face-to-face” conversation, it also helps increase productivity 

because all details are heard the first time. Noise-canceling 

microphone technology and enhanced wind noise reduction 

ensures clear voice transmission, no matter where the user is in 

the office. And due to digital encryption, conversation security 

is guaranteed.

simPlicity With imPact

The Jabra GN9330e USB OC headset connects quickly and ef-

fortlessly to a computer and intuitive headset controls make 

it easy to operate. It features improved design and materials, 

making it lighter and more ergonomic than its predecessor 

for long-lasting comfort. With an extended range of up to 325 

feet, the Jabra GN9330e USB OC headset makes it possible to 

take calls throughout an office. And with 6 hours of talk time 

— and around-the-clock talk time with optional, hot-swappable 

interchangeable battery — a day’s business can be conducted 

without recharging.  

The Jabra GN9330e USB OC headset allows users to escape  

the limitations of their workstation, providing hands-free  

convenience, all-day comfort, and superb sound clarity.

Plug and Play

The Jabra GN9330e USB OC headset works with Microsoft® 

Office Communicator 2007 without requiring any additional 

software, including drivers. Just plug the headset into the PC 

USB port.
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Feature beneFit

truly wireless headset the wireless Jabra gN9330e Usb oc gives you true hands-free mobility and increased efficiency.  
No cables involved.

Up to 325 feet office range get maximum value from the office space. move hands-free and unhindered throughout the working day. 
You no longer need to be beside the phone to do business.

full 6 hour talk time the Jabra gN9330e Usb oc comes with a single 6-hour battery. a second, hot-swappable battery is 
available as an accessory.

standby-time:
- 43 hours with power on base
- 120 hours without power on base

Your Jabra gN9330e Usb oc is always standing by ready for action.

3 hour battery recharging time You know your headset will always be ready for the next day’s business.

battery status indicator the four Leds in the base keep you informed of your headset battery status at all times.

Noise-canceling microphone and wind noise 
reduction

Your voice is transmitted clearly even with background noise from the rest of the office.

improved design and materials the gN9330e is lighter and more ergonomic than its predecessor for long lasting comfort.

200 Hz - 6.8 kHz wideband audio the Jabra gN9330e Usb oc’s revolutionary new wideband sound makes Pc-based iP telephony  
conversation exceptionally clear and characteristic, enhancing detail and quality.

mute function the mute button is easily accessed, stopping your voice from being transmitted when you have to  
consult with a colleague during a call.

Volume control intuitive controls facilitate easy volume correction.

2 wearing styles:
- on-the-ear (ear hook)
- over-the-head (headband)

choose the style that suits your personal preference.

remote call answering/ending the Jabra gN9330e Usb oc features remote call answer/end functionality, letting you answer/end calls 
while away from your desk. the Jabra gN9330e Usb oc works with microsoft® office communicator 
2007. *

outstanding connectivity the Usb base enables effortless, quick connection to VoiP telephony (softphones); the plug ’n’ play setup ensures 
trouble-free, intuitive, daily operation. for softphone compatibility, please check www.Jabra.com/gn9300usb

Peakstoptm technology – max 118 db sPL (rms) Protection against sudden, loud noises coming across the telephone network.

digital security encryption the Jabra gN9330e Usb oc digitally encrypts your calls, giving you complete calling security and  
conversation confidentiality.

technology 1.9 gHz dect (North america), 1.8 gHz dect (other regions)
63 mw transmission power.

warranty 1-year warranty

specifications operating temp. 10° c/40° c
storage temp. 0° c/40° c
Headset weight: 26 g
base weight: 255 g

accessories behind-the-neck (neckband) wearing style
battery and charger cradle.

FeaTures & beneFiTs

the Jabra gN9330e Usb meets the electric strength test and impulse test requirements of the international standard iec 60950-1. it also meets eN 60950, as/

NZs3260, and UL 60950 standards.

* requires the product version Jabra gN9330e Usb for microsoft® office communicator 2007.
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